A precise evaluation of the spectrum in the reaction w +D -& 2n+y, including Gnal-state interactions is presented with a view of determining the neutron-neutron scattering length. Approximations of previous calculations are examined and avoided where their eBect is found to be signihcant. SuKciently accurate experiments should be capable of distinguishing this parameter to an error of 2 F.
Let cvk'+& be a two-particle wave operator involving the incident and kth particle of the scatterer, co+ satisfies the equation:
We may define the two-particle scattering operator
with the normalization (I'(r)+w'(r))dr= 1.
With the aid of the tk's and cok's we may express the total scattering operator as
The above wave function is used in the first-order evaluation with st (r) and w(r) taken from Ref. The first term of (6) represents the usual impulse approximation; the second term gives the correction due to the diminution of the incident wave as it crosses the scatterer and of the inhuence of the binding potential U on the individual two-body scatterings. The last term represents the multiple scattering corrections.
Before proceeding with the examination of each of the terms of (6) for process (1) (21) where we have put in the redundant variable co in the expression for the partial-wave amplitudes for future convenience. The summation ranges over odd or even l. In (22) the Tc(Q'; cv) are evaluated keeping &o fixed. As in the process considered the pion is captured at rest, thus co and Q are related; keeping~and varying Q corresponds to evaluating the matrix element for incident pions of 6nite momenta, or in the x -D center-ofmass system this corresponds to letting the initial energy vary.
For /=0, 1 it turns out that Tc(Q; &o) has a slow variation as a function of Q and we may take it out of
III. FINAL-STATE INTERACTIONS
The enhancement of process (1) A generalized form due to Noyes, " derived from a dispersion calculation taking into account the one-pion exchange cut, was also examined.
Q cotb (Q) = 1/a+Q'r/2+ cQ4/(1+dQ') . (26) As we shall not be interested in absolute rates but only in spectrum shapes normalized to a definite value at some point, the calculation using the phase shifts (25) and (26) 
